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AutoView - NvR 
Release Notes 

 

What it is 
Experian Automotive is a global leader in data intelligence and is 

transforming the way the automotive industry uses auto data to drive 

insights. Detailed data provide more options for analysis and offer a 

better understanding of the very competitive automotive landscape. 

Through our partnership with Experian, we have created the AutoView 

- NVR database to track new vehicle registrations. The NVR database 

includes 583 variables which include category classifications that 

make it easy to navigate the new vehicle registrations:  

 

Vehicle Category – base categorizations for the make-and-models, 

e.g., passenger car – domestic, or light truck - import 

Segment Group – totals for NVR segments, e.g., “Total SUV – 

domestic”  

Segment – NVR defined vehicle groupings. E.g., “Car – midsize luxury - 

domestic”, or “Sport car – compact – import” 

Fuel type – Seven different fuel types ranging from biodiesel to 

electric  

Make-and-Model – over 380 vehicle models captured 

 

AutoView provides detailed vehicle information down to the dissemination area (DA) level. With the addition 

of PRIZM®, profiles can be created by combining DA-level AutoView data with PRIZM® segments. By 

examining the complete universe of vehicles operating in an area, users can gain valuable insights to 

determine everything about the size and composition of the market opportunity.  

 
 

What’s new 
For the latest release of AutoView - NVR, Experian has made significant changes in its Make & Model 

descriptions and Segment naming and hierarchy. The Make & Model descriptions have improved upon the 

vehicle trim levels (or versions), which for some models have offered more granularity into the various fuel 

type trims available for vehicles that might share the same base model name. As well, the Segment naming 

hierarchy has now been structured with a combination of vehicle type, size class, domestic vs. import, along 

with luxury and exotic categories. While the Segments no longer include “Alt Power” (electric or hybrid) from 

last year’s vintage, the enhancements in the Make & Model descriptions for this release have uncovered more 

eVehicles. As well, a Make & Model lookup will be included for cross-referencing vehicles with their respective 

fuel types.  

 

AutoView - NVR is now available in a 2022 Workspace for ENVISION users, and with the changes to the Make 

& Model descriptions and Segment names, it is not recommended to make year-over-year comparisons 

across data vintages. 
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To view the complete list of  

variables please visit: 

environicsanalytics.com/en-ca/variables 

http://www.environicsanalytics.com/en-us/variables
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How It’s Used 
Original Automotive Manufacturers (OEMs) can use AutoView - NVR to understand their 

own or competitors’ marketshare by NVR segment groups, or with more granularily, by 

NVR segments. This can help them respond by managing the product mix by dealership 

territory, or potentially steer their future product lines. 

Municipalities can leverage the NVR Fuel Type data to develop “green” incentive 

programs to offer tax breaks or rebates to customers and manufacturers. It can also help 

plan infrasture like green HOV lanes or charging stations to promote the usage of 

electric and hybrid vehicles.  

Media agencies or shopping malls can use the detailed AutoView - NVR make-and-

model data on it’s own or enhanced with PRIZM to help personify their target audience or 

customers. This can help with developing messaging or creatives to appeal to those that 

have a positive association with a particular automotive brand.  

 
 

Sample Questions it can Answer 
• What PRIZM segments are most likely to own a Compact SUV? 

• How do my sales compare to the market in the past year? 

• What PRIZM segments have been recently registering vehicles? Who is registering my 

competitors’ vehicles? 

• How many electric vehicles were registered in the past year? 

• Which Dealers areas have the highest ownership rates for electric cars?  

• What is the distribution of new small, mid-range, upscale and sport vehicle registrations 

in my trade area? 

• Which municipalities have the highest number of new registrations of full size, domestic 

pickup trucks? 

 


